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1 . 

This invention relates to ram jet engines and 
in particular to the fuel system therefor. 

It has been recognized that the fuel require‘ 
ments for combustion in a ram jet engine‘ vary 
directly with the square root of the dynamic'head 
or ram pressure created by the forward velocity 
at any given altitude and‘ also that the fuel flow 
through a nozzle also varies with the square root 
of: the‘ pressure drop thereacr'oss‘. It‘is apparent, 
therefore, that the ram pressure becomes a con 
venient fuel pressure source to deliver fuel in 
accordance‘ with engine requirements. When 
used'di'rectly however, it has the disadvantages 
that with an increase in altitude at a given veloci 
ty the fuel requirements decrease at a greater 
rate than the ram pressure available for a given 
Mach number thus tending toward enrichment, 
and at low speeds the ram pressure available ‘is 
not su?ici'ent to insure optimum fuel atomiza 
tion' or‘ to compensate for sudden pressure 
changes in the combustion chamber‘. 

This‘ invention obviates the disadvantages 
ahcve mentioned and has, therefore, as one of its 
objects‘, the provision of a ram jet fuel system 
which delivers the optimum amount of fuel under 
the variable conditions of velocity‘ and altitude. 

.‘ Another‘ object is the provision of a ram jet 
fuel" system which utilizes available an pressures 
for delivering fuel to a combustion chamber‘ 
thereby eliminating cumbersome pumping d'e 
viceswhi'cn require for theiroperati'o'n a source of 
energy carried by the unit, thus decreasing the 
complexity‘ and overall Weight thereof. 
Another object is’ the provision of a rain jet 

fuel’lsyste'm which utilizes air at ram‘ pressure‘ 
to pump‘ fuel at a pressure'in excess‘of combustion 
chamber fuel‘ pressure’ requirements. 
Another object is the provision of a rain. jet 

fuel system- which‘ incorporates a‘ fuel pumpv op 
erabl‘e by ram pressure capable of delivering‘ fuel‘ 
at‘ a pressure- higher‘ than ram pressure‘. 
Further objects, advantages, and‘ salient fea 

tures of the invention willv become apparent from‘ 
a consideration of' the description to follow, the‘ 
accompanying drawing and: the appended claims} 

'> The accompanying drawing is‘a- side' elevational' 
view, partly‘ in- section, of an embodiment of the‘ 
iriyention; ' ' ’ 

'_Referring to- the drawing‘, i resp'resents a fuel‘ 
‘tank from' which it is desired to deliver fuel‘ to 
,conduit 2, the latter being connectable‘ to any 

“IV-suitable fuel nozzle system‘ in a ram jet combus 
ti‘orr chamber illustrated" diagrammatically at H 
or" otherjengi'ne; Reference character 3' r‘epr'e"w 
sents’ a fuel pump‘ and‘v 321' its driving“ motor and 
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55 a regulator for controlling ‘fuel delivery to 
conduit 2.' 

Fuel pump 3 and motor to comprise apair of 
motor cylinders Ii, 4a having reciprocating pisi 
tons‘ 5, 5a therein connected respectively by piss 
ton rods 6, _6a to pump pistons ‘F, ‘la which recipros 
cate in" cylinders 8,,8a. Diaphragms 9, Sal and 
H], Ito‘, provide‘ ?uid seals" for the pistons‘ in the 
motor and pump cylinders, respectively. A‘h‘e‘ll 
crankhaving arms Ii‘, ' ! la‘ interconnects‘ these 
units‘ by 13111 and slot vconnections so‘ that they 
are constrained to operate in opposite directions; 
The motor is operated by air ?owing‘ in conduit 

12 the end of which is located in any convenient‘ 
position. where it may receive air at rain pres 
sure as shown at 12c. Operation of the respec 
tive motor pistons 55,50, is eoiitroll'ed by‘ a valve 
{3 having inlet valves l4, Ma and exhaust'ifalves 
I5, l5a._ These valves have sliding movement 
on valve stem it, the valves of each pair ,eiiig" 
urged toward each other by'suitahle compres 
sion springs‘ H; Ila, i8 and i811. The lower end 
of valve stem I6 is" connected to bell crank‘ arii'i 
H by link‘ 2! and a toggle actuator‘ comprising 
a pair of relatively‘ moi/awe arms 22, 2'3‘ and an 
overcenter spring‘ 24".v ‘ ‘p 
In the‘ position or parts, ‘as shown, aif' ?‘ofri 

conduit [2 enters valve 13 and then passes 
through intake valve M, which is‘ held open by 

' the upper shoulder on; valve stem [6, and thence 
to cylinder 4, urging piston 75 downwardly, ex 
haust valve [5 being held closed by spring ['81 
Since piston 5a is moving upwardly at this time 

_, the air inv cylinder 4a must be exhausted‘ which, 
is effected through exhaust valve [5c held- off" 
its seat by‘ the valve stem shoulder thereunden 
The air then flows" to surrounding air at. static 
pressure through conduit I9. Whenpiston 5 ap 
proaches the end of its stroke, arm 22, operated 
by H, reaches a position in line with arm '23.‘ 
This‘ stretches spring 24‘ to its maximum extent 
and as arm 221mo'ves beyond the inline position 
spring 24 snaps" arm 23v downwardly. At this 
point spring I‘! urges inlet valve‘ I 4‘ to its seat 

-' and the valve‘ stem shoulder abo've valve [4a 
opens'tl'ie' latter to ad'mitiair to cylinder 4a- which 
is" now"at the top of its stroke. Exhaust valve 
15¢ is also closed under urge of spring [to and 
exhaust valve 15 is opened‘ by the valve stem 
collar‘ thereabove. As piston 5a moves‘ down 
wardly, arm 22' moves upwardly to its overcenter 
position at which point 23" snaps back to the 
position sh'o'w‘n'at which point the" cycle is com; 
plet‘edlf ' 'e .i , a 

' Asthe" motorpisfons reciprocate; pump pistons 
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‘I, la. receive fuel from tank I through inlet check 
valves 25, 25a, respectively, and deliver it to 
conduit 21 through check valves, 26, 26a. In 
order that the delivery pressure may be higher 
than ram pressure, the motor piston areas are 
larger than the pump piston areas hence any 
desired increase in delivery pressure over ram 
pressure may be achieved by suitable selection 
of this area ratio. 
To obviate * surges in fuel delivery pressure 

which might occur at or near the ends of the pis 
ton strokes a surge motor and pump 28 is pro 
vided. This comprises a closed motor chamber 
29 having a diaphragm 30 subjected to ram 
pressure through conduit 3i, and a pump cham 
ber 32 having a diaphragm 33 connected to dia 
phragm 30 by’ rod 34. A conduit 35 provides 
liquid communication between chamber 32 and 
conduit 21. The area ratio of diaphragm 30' to 
diaphragm 33 is slightly less than the ratio of 
piston 5, or 5a to ‘I, or ‘la hence the surge pump 
is inoperative during constant fuel pressure de 
livery but when the fuel pressure tends to drop, 
diaphragm 30 temporarily operates pump dia 
phragm 33 to maintain delivery pressure sub 
stantially constant. , 
The fuel delivered by 2?, in the system so far 

described, may be conducted directly to a com 
bustion chamber 5| if so desired, however, in 
many installations it will be more desirable to 
further control the metering characteristics of 
the pumping system. To this end, a flow con 
troller 50 may be provided, this device compris 
ing a chamber 36 having a diaphragm 31 forming 
one side thereof and operably connected to con- . 
trol valve 38. One side of diaphragm 31 is sub 
jected to ram pressure through conduit 46 and 
a spring 39 aids ram pressure in urging dia 
phragm 37 to the left against delivery pressure. 
An adjustment to regulate the metering char 
acteristics of valve 38 such as externally thread 
ed valve stem and seat 3811 adjustably secured 
in tapped hole 33b in wall of chamber 36 and 
secured with locknut 380 may also be provided. 
The metered fuel, after entering chamber 42 is 
delivered to conduit 2 which may be connected 
to any fuel delivery system for a combustion 
chamber. 
‘ To also provide control under variable alti 
tude a variable ori?ce 43 may be incorporated in 
conduit 40 under control of a suitable barostat 
device 44 and an ori?ce 4| for controlling the 
pressure drop between chamber 36 and ambient 
static pressure. The evacuated barostat being 
responsive to air pressure changes moves valve 
43 toward its closed position with increase of 
altitude thus reducing the pressure in chamber 
36 which in turn permits delivery pressure to 
move valve 38 toward its closed position. This 
reduces the quantity of fuel delivered to the 
combustion chamber which is necessary since 
the mass ?ow of air through the combustion 
chamber decreases with increase in altitude, as 
sumingvelocity to be constant.‘ 
From the foregoing description it becomes ap 

parent that at low ram pressures which are nor 
mally insufficient to directly deliver fuel at opti 
mum, pressure, this invention delivers fuels at 
any desired pressure above ram pressure de 
pending on the design of the areo ratio of the 
motor pistons to pump pistons. As velocity in 
creases and hence the quantity of air ?owingr 
to a combustion chamber increases, requiring 
greater increase in fuel ?ow, the ram pressure 
alsoincreases which in turn will render the pump 
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operable to deliver fuel at the higher pressures 
and hence higher quantities requisite for proper 
combustion. The ?nal metering being under 
control of the pressure drop between ram and 
static pressures provides a means to regulate 
the optimum fuel flow for variation of velocity at 
any ?xed altitude. To further control ?ow at 
variable altitude a barostat augments the pre 
vious controls. 
The fuel system described, being automotic in 

operation under variable ?ight conditions is well 
adapted to aircraft or other installations where 
no human pilot or operator accompanies the 
craft, such for example as guided missiles. It is, 
of course, not so limited and may be used also 
in operator controlled vehicles of any type which 
have speed characteristics sufficient to establish 
the requisite ram pressures for its operation. 
While a single embodiment has been described 

it is apparent that other modi?cations will oc 
cur to those skilled in the art and it will be 
understood that the illustrated construction is 
not presented by way of limitation but that the 
invention comprehends all constructions com 
ing within the scope of the appended claims. 
‘ The invention described herein may be manu 
factured and used by or for the Government of 
the United States of America for governmental 
purposes without the payment of any royalties 
thereon or therefor. 
What is claimed is: 
1. In a device of the class described the com 

bination comprising; a conduit open forwardly 
to receive ram air, fluid motor means connected 
to said conduit for operation by said ram air, ,a 
fuel delivery line, a fuel pumping means driven 
by said fluid motor means, said fluid motor and 
pumping means having operative pistons of rel 
ative diameters such that the fuel is delivered to 
said delivery line at a pressure in excess of said 
ram pressure, a chamber having a movable wall, 
said chamber being connected to said conduit for 
directing ram pressure to said wall, and a fuel 
accumulator in communication with said delivery 
line having a second movable wall, said movable 
walls being connected for simultaneous move 
ment in response to ram air and fuel delivery 

, pressure tomaintain substantially constant fuel 
delivery to said delivery line between pump 
strokes. 

2. In a fuel feed system for ram jet engines 
the combination of a conduit opened forwardly 
to receive air at ram pressure, a two-cylinder air 
motor with opposed pistons connected to said 
conduit to be operated by said ram pressure, a 
reciprocating piston in a cylinder for pumping 
fuel connected to each of said motor pistons, 
the cross sectional area of the pumping pistons 
being less than the cross sectional area of the 
motor pistons whereby the pump delivery pres 
sure is in excess of ram pressure, fuel supply 
means and fuel delivery means connected to said 
pumping pistons, a fuel accumulator with a ?ex 
ible wall responsive to ram air pressure in said 
conduit and connected to said fuel delivery 
means, and metering means in said delivery 
means for controlling the rate of fuel delivery to 
a combustion chamber, said metering means be 
ing responsive to variations in ram air pres 
sure and ambient atmospheric pressure. 

3. The device as set forth in claim 2 in which 
said fuel accumulator has a ?rst ?exible wall re 
sponsive to ram air pressure on a second ?exible 
wall connected thereto and said second ?exible 
wall and said ?rst ?exible wall having a ratio 
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of slightly less than the ratio of areas of said Number 
motor pistons to said pumping pistons. 1,888,749 
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